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 25!

Abstract. Biomass burning is a large source of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and many 26!

other trace species to the atmosphere, which can act as precursors to secondary pollutants such as 27!

ozone and fine particles. Measurements performed with a proton-transfer-reaction time-of-flight 28!

mass spectrometer during the FIREX 2016 laboratory intensive were analyzed with Positive 29!

Matrix Factorization (PMF), in order to understand the instantaneous variability in VOC 30!
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emissions from biomass burning, and to simplify the description of these types of emissions. 31!

Despite the complexity and variability of emissions, we found that a solution including just two 32!

emission profiles, which are mass spectral representations of the relative abundances of emitted 33!

VOCs, explained on average 85% of the VOC emissions across various fuels representative of 34!

the western US (including various coniferous and chaparral fuels). In addition, the profiles were 35!

remarkably similar across almost all of the fuel types tested. For example, the correlation 36!

coefficient r2 of each profile between Ponderosa pine (coniferous tree) and Manzanita (chaparral) 37!

is higher than 0.84. The compositional differences between the two VOC profiles appear to be 38!

related to differences in pyrolysis processes of fuel biopolymers at high and low temperatures. 39!

These pyrolysis processes are thought to be the main source of VOC emissions. “High-40!

temperature” and “low-temperature” pyrolysis processes do not correspond exactly to the 41!

commonly used “flaming” and “smoldering” categories as described by modified combustion 42!

efficiency (MCE). The average atmospheric properties (e.g. OH reactivity, volatility, etc) of the 43!

high- and low-temperature profiles are significantly different. We also found that the two VOC 44!

profiles can describe previously reported VOC data for laboratory and field burns.  45!

 46!

 47!

1 Introduction 48!

Biomass burning is a large source of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and other trace 49!

species to the atmosphere. Reactions involving these VOCs produce ozone and fine particles, 50!

which are important air pollutants and radiative forcing agents (Alvarado et al., 2009; Alvarado 51!

et al., 2015; Yokelson et al., 2009; Jaffe et al., 2012). Some VOCs from fires also have direct 52!

health effects (Naeher et al., 2007; Roberts et al. 2011). Biomass burning occurs in wildfires, 53!

controlled burns of wildland and agricultural fuels, and in residential wood stoves and industrial 54!

processes. Given the variety of fuels and burning conditions, it is unsurprising that the VOC 55!

composition of biomass burning emissions varies greatly between different fire states, locations, 56!

and studies. Therefore, it is important to understand VOC emissions from biomass burning in 57!

detail and develop a predictive capability that explains some of the variability in VOC emissions. 58!

Multiple complex processes take place in biomass burning, including (i) distillation with 59!

release of water vapor and terpenes, (ii) pyrolysis of solid biomass giving off flammable gases, 60!

(iii) flaming combustion, and (iv) non-flaming processes loosely lumped with smoldering 61!
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combustion such as glowing (gasification) of biomass (Yokelson et al., 1996; Yokelson et al., 62!

1997; Collard and Blin, 2014; Liu et al., 2016). The main source of VOC emissions is pyrolysis 63!

of the polymers that form biomass such as cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. The temperature 64!

of the reaction and the physical characteristics of the biopolymer control which pyrolysis 65!

mechanism (e.g. depolymerization, fragmentation, or aromatization) is the main source of 66!

emitted VOCs (Yokelson et al., 1996; Yokelson et al., 1997; Collard and Blin, 2014; Liu et al., 67!

2016). In a given fire, the processes (i)-(iv) occur simultaneously, but the relative importance of 68!

each process and temperature can change with time, which relates to the variability in integrated 69!

VOC emissions between different fires. This variability is often parameterized as a function of 70!

modified combustion efficiency (MCE = ΔCO2/(ΔCO+ΔCO2)) (Yokelson et al., 1996). CO2 and 71!

CO are representative gases emitted from the flaming and smoldering combustion processes, 72!

respectively, and are measured in most biomass burning studies. MCE is generally higher in 73!

flaming combustion (> 0.9) and lower in smoldering combustion (< 0.9) (Akagi et al., 2011). 74!

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) led the Fire Influence on 75!

Regional and Global Environments Experiment (FIREX) 2016 laboratory intensive conducted at 76!

the U.S. Forest Service Fire Sciences Laboratory in Missoula, Montana to study emissions of 77!

trace gases and aerosol from wildfires. Emissions from various fuels representative of the 78!

western U.S. were sampled under controlled conditions by extensive instrumentation 79!

(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/firex/firelab/instruments.html). Experiments included 80!

so-called stack burns, in which emissions from an evolving burn were entrained into a large-81!

diameter stack and sampled by various instruments. VOCs were measured by several instruments, 82!

including a PTR-ToF-MS (proton-transfer-reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometer) which 83!

captured gas-phase emissions with a fast time response during stack burns. The measurements 84!

show variability in VOC composition as the fire shifts between a dynamic mix of distillation, 85!

pyrolysis, flaming combustion, and “smoldering” combustion (here we use smoldering as a 86!

rough term to include various “non-flame” processes such as gasification). Ions measured with 87!

the PTR-ToF-MS were interpreted using a combination of gas-chromatographic pre-separation 88!

experiments, literature review, time-series analysis, and comparison to other instruments (Koss et 89!

al., 2018). Approximately 90% of the instrument signal could be attributed to identified VOCs. 90!

The aims of this work are to understand the variation in gas-phase emissions both over the 91!

course of a fire and on a fire-integrated basis. Ultimately, this improved understanding of 92!
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emissions variability could be used to simplify predictions of the emission of secondary organic 93!

aerosol (SOA) and ozone precursors. To do this, the VOCs observed by PTR-ToF-MS in stack 94!

burns were analyzed using positive matrix factorization (PMF). We show that much of the 95!

observed variability in VOCs can be explained by only two factors, and that these two factors are 96!

qualitatively related to the temperature of the pyrolysis processes, which are the main sources of 97!

the VOC emissions from biomass burning. Based on this result, the two factors are named as a 98!

high-temperature pyrolysis factor and a low-temperature pyrolysis factor. The two factors are 99!

compared between fuels. Importantly, the high-temperature factor is quantitatively similar 100!

between different fuels, and the same is true for the low-temperature factor. The VOCs present in 101!

each factor are discussed in terms of composition, reactivity with OH, and propensity to form 102!

secondary organic aerosol. The relative importance of high- and low-temperature pyrolysis 103!

factors is quantified for each fuel and discussed with respect to physical properties of the fuel 104!

and the burn dynamics. We also investigate how well VOC emissions in biomass burning can be 105!

modeled by the two PMF emission profiles through comparisons with previously reported data 106!

from laboratory burns and wildfires. Finally, emissions of some specific compounds are 107!

discussed. 108!

 109!

 110!

2 Methods 111!

2.1 VOC measurements by PTR-ToF-MS 112!

Fire emissions were measured during the FIREX 2016 intensive at the Fire Sciences 113!

Laboratory in Missoula, Montana. The facility consists of a large combustion chamber and has 114!

been described in detail previously (Christian et al., 2003; Christian et al., 2004; Burling et al., 115!

2010). 116!

VOC measurements were performed using several instruments, including a PTR-ToF-MS. 117!

This instrument employed a high-resolution ToF mass analyzer (Aerodyne Research Inc, MA, 118!

USA; Tofwerk AG, Thun, Switzerland) and measured with a time resolution of 2 Hz. VOCs and 119!

some inorganic compounds were ionized by proton transfer from H3O+ reagent ions. We include 120!

the inorganic compounds in the discussion of VOCs. Species with a proton affinity higher than 121!

that of water can be measured, which includes many unsaturated and polar compounds. The mass 122!

resolution of the instrument (3000-5000 FWHM m/∆m) was sufficient to determine the 123!
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elemental composition of ions and separate many isobaric compounds. Before each fire, 124!

background air in the combustion chamber was measured directly for several minutes. The 125!

instrument has been described in detail by Yuan et al. (2016; 2017), and operation, calibration, 126!

and peak identification during the FIREX 2016 laboratory intensive were described by Koss et al. 127!

(2018). 128!

 129!

2.2 Fuel and biomass burn descriptions 130!

Fifteen types of natural fuel mixtures, most of which are representative of important western 131!

U.S. ecosystems, were burned (Table 1). The names below are largely taken from the dominant 132!

plant species: (i) Ponderosa pine, (ii) Lodgepole pine, (iii) Loblolly pine, (iv) Douglas fir, (v) 133!

Engelmann spruce, (vi) Subalpine fir, (vii) Juniper, (viii) Bear grass, (ix) Ceanothus, (x) 134!

Chamise-contaminated, (xi) Chamise-uncontaminated, (xii) Manzanita-contaminated, (xiii) 135!

Manzanita-uncontaminated, (xiv) Sagebrush, and (xv) Excelsior (aspen wood shavings). 136!

“Contaminated” chaparral fuels (Manzanita and Chamise) were collected from a heavily air-137!

polluted site near San Dimas, CA, while “uncontaminated” fuels were collected from a cleaner 138!

site in North Mountain, CA. Individual components of various fuel complexes, including canopy, 139!

litter, duff, and rotten wood, were also burned separately. Fuel moisture content ranged from 140!

0.6% to 55.6%, and instantaneous MCE ranged from 0.75 to 1. Additional details on the fires 141!

and fuels are given by Selimovic et al. (2018) including: pre- and post-fire weight, weight of fuel 142!

components, and elemental composition (C, H, N, S, and Cl by weight). Each fuel type was 143!

burned several times. All fires consumed most of the fuel. The present experiments did not have 144!

a direct measurement of temperature within the fire, which is not homogeneous and therefore 145!

difficult to define. Rather, the air temperature of the emissions was measured by the FTIR 146!

instrument, located at the sampling inlet of the PTR-ToF-MS. The hot gases from the fire were 147!

mixed with air from the room, cooling the air significantly, but the trends in temperature are 148!

related to the initial temperature of the emitted gases.  149!

 150!

2.3 PMF analysis 151!

Data from 51 burns measured by PTR-ToF-MS (Table 1) were analyzed using positive 152!

matrix factorization (PMF), a numerical method that can be used to determine major 153!

compositional categories of emissions, their compositional profiles, and their relative 154!
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enhancements over time. PMF was conducted using the PMF Evaluation Tool v. 2.08A (Ulbrich 155!

et al., 2009). The basic principles of PMF and application to atmospheric chemistry 156!

measurements have been previously described (Ulbrich et al., 2009; Paatero and Tapper, 1994; 157!

Paatero, 1997). 158!

More than 1000 ions were quantified in the PTR-ToF-MS mass spectra between m/z 12-217. 159!

Of these, 574 were selected for PMF analysis (Table S1). These 574 ions were resolved from 160!

neighboring peaks, were enhanced during at least one fire, and exclude primary (e.g., H3O+ and 161!

H3O+(H2O)) and contaminant ions (e.g., Teflon fragments and transition metals) (Koss et al., 162!

2018). The ion signals (in units of normalized counts-per-second; ncps), which are normalized to 163!

the H3O+ ion intensities and corrected for ToF-duty cycle, humidity dependence, and H3O+ ion 164!

depletion as described by Koss et al. (2018), were analyzed using PMF. Typically, raw ion 165!

signals in units of “counts-per-second (cps)” have been used for PMF analysis. However, cps 166!

VOC ion signals are affected by temporal variability (depletion and instability) in primary ion 167!

intensity and humidity during the fire. To obtain PMF results that exclude instrument effects, the 168!

normalized and corrected ion signals are used in this analysis. The uncertainties of the 169!

normalized and corrected ion signals were calculated based on those originating from the raw 170!

(cps) ion signals. We chose to use instrument signal rather than mixing ratio because many ion 171!

masses cannot be unambiguously related to a single VOC contributor: they have several 172!

contributors, or result from fragmentation, and cannot be converted to mixing ratio. For example, 173!

C7H13
+ (m/z 97.101) is a fragmentary product ion of at least five different VOCs, whose relative 174!

contributions are different between fires. However, variability in these ion signals still contains 175!

information useful for PMF. To interpret the PMF results, we did convert to mixing ratio where 176!

possible (Section 2.4). 528 compounds were quantified, of which 156 are identified VOCs. The 177!

PTR-ToF-MS measures 50-80% of total emitted non-methane VOC mass, with uncertainty in 178!

this value due to semivolatile compounds (Hatch et al., 2017).    179!

In this work, we applied PMF to extended time series, in which all fires of a particular fuel 180!

type (e.g., Ponderosa pine) were consolidated into a single data matrix (Figure S1), as well as 181!

time series of single fire data. Each fuel type was burned several times. Some individual fires of 182!

a particular fuel did not necessarily capture the full possible range of high- and low-temperature 183!

fire conditions, because of variability in the relative amounts of fuel parts, fuel moisture content, 184!

when fuel was added, or other differences. PMF using the consolidated time series makes it 185!
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possible to capture the widest possible range of fire conditions. This approach also simplifies the 186!

comparison of average emission profiles between different types of fuels. Details on preparation 187!

of ion signal and uncertainty datasets are described in the Supporting Information (S1). 188!

The discussion in Section 3 is based on the 2-factor PMF solutions. Out of the 574 ions, 434 189!

ions were fitted well and together represented 99% of the total ion signal. A total of 140 ions 190!

were not well fitted as the difference between their measurements and the PMF reconstruction 191!

was higher than 50%; these ions are excluded from the factors presented here. Ulbrich et al. 192!

(2009) suggest that poor retrieval of ions with less than 5% of total signal is not uncommon. 193!

 194!

2.4 Calculations of OH reactivity and volatility 195!

To characterize key chemical properties of the emission profiles derived from PMF analysis, 196!

we compare the OH reactivity and volatility of VOCs in each profile. These calculations require 197!

conversion of the emission profiles from instrument signal (ncps) to mixing ratio (ppbv). 198!

Fragment ions, cluster ions, and ions not well fitted by PMF were excluded from the 574 ions 199!

used in PMF analysis and calibration factors were applied to the remaining 400 ions to convert 200!

them to mixing ratio. Of these, 156 have known VOC contributors, and account for 90% of the 201!

total instrument signal of non-primary and non-contaminant ions between m/z 12-217. (This 202!

corresponds to an average of 92% of the total VOC concentration detected by PTR-ToF-MS). 203!

Details on identification of the VOC contributors to ion masses and calibration are described by 204!

Koss et al. (2018). 205!

We quantified the importance of the 156 identified ions to OH chemistry by multiplying the 206!

VOC + OH reaction rate coefficient (cm3/molecule/sec) with the VOC fraction in the profile 207!

(ppbv VOC/ppbv of total VOC emitted) with a scaling factor to convert from VOC molar 208!

emission (ppbv VOC) to number density (molecule/cm3 at experimental conditions of 900 mbar 209!

and 26°C). The resulting OH reactivity is in units of per second per ppbv of total VOCs 210!

measured with PTR-ToF-MS (1/sec/ppbv of total VOC emitted). For ions with more than one 211!

contributor, a weighted average rate constant was determined. Rate constants were taken from 212!

the literature (Atkinson and Arey, 2003; NIST Chemical Kinetics Database; Cicerone and 213!

Zellner, 1983; Gilman et al., 2015) or estimated from structurally similar VOCs. Details can be 214!

found elsewhere (Koss et al., 2018). 215!
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We also quantified volatility using the saturation concentration at 25 ºC (C0, µg m-3). 216!

Saturation concentrations were taken from the literature (Rumble, 2017-2018; NIST Chemistry 217!

WebBook; Yaws, 2015) where possible, and otherwise estimated based on the elemental 218!

composition of the ion (Li et al., 2016). Volatility determined from elemental composition is 219!

uncertain, especially for compounds with very low volatility where the uncertainty can be several 220!

orders of magnitude (Li et al., 2016). We determined volatility for the 400 non-fragmentary ions. 221!

We define volatility bins as follows, after Li et al. (2016): volatile organic compounds (VOC, C0 222!

> 3×106 µg m-3), intermediate volatility compounds (IVOC, 300 < C0 < 3×106 µg m-3), and 223!

semivolatile compounds (SVOC, 0.3 < C0 < 300 µg m-3). Separation into such volatility bins is 224!

commonly used as an aid to discussion of SOA formation potential and gas/particle partitioning 225!

(Donahue et al., 2011). 226!

 227!

 228!

3 Results and discussion 229!

3.1 Two-factor parameterization of VOC emissions from biomass burning 230!

Figure 1a shows the time series of selected VOC ion signals from burning a representative 231!

mixture of Ponderosa pine fuels. In these lab fires, total VOC emissions (red line in Figure 1a) 232!

often increase immediately and substantially during the initial combustion (for 170 seconds after 233!

starting the burn in this example), and then total emissions gradually decrease as the flames die 234!

out. Emissions of individual VOCs can be seen to fall into two categories: (i) higher emissions 235!

during the first part of the fire, e.g. naphthalene, which correlates with the PMF factor we will 236!

largely attribute below to high-temperature pyrolysis (blue line in Figure 1a), and (ii) higher 237!

emissions during the latter part of the fire, e.g., syringol, which correlates with the PMF factor 238!

we will attribute below to low-temperature pyrolysis (green line in Figure 1a). This separation 239!

into two categories is typical for most fires, with a few exceptions discussed later (e.g., burns of 240!

duff and rotten wood).  241!

These two PMF factors (Figure 1b) describe the total VOC emissions remarkably well for 242!

most fuels: residuals (the differences between the measured ion signals and the calculated ion 243!

signals based on the PMF fits) are less than 15% on average, except for Douglas fir, Engelmann 244!

spruce, and Subalpine fir for which the residual average is 20-25%. The residuals for individual 245!

fuels are summarized in Table 1c. For most of the fuels, the time series of the first and second 246!
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factors are strongly correlated with those of naphthalene and syringol, respectively (correlation 247!

coefficient (r2) > 0.74). On the contrary, emissions of compounds mainly from flaming or non-248!

pyrolysis smoldering processes, such as CO, CO2, and NOx (Figure 1c), do not correlate well 249!

with the individual PMF factors (more detailed discussion is given in Section 3.5). This indicates 250!

that the two PMF factors do not correspond to the flaming and smoldering combustion processes 251!

that are described by MCE and often referenced in biomass burning literature. The main source 252!

of VOC emissions is pyrolysis of fuel biopolymers, and not the flaming and/or other combustion 253!

processes. Therefore, we primarily attribute these two factors to high-temperature pyrolysis and 254!

low-temperature pyrolysis, respectively, and will use these names to describe these factors in this 255!

work. Our association between the factors and pyrolysis temperature is related more rigorously 256!

to the distribution of products observed as a function of pyrolysis temperature in the next section. 257!

When allowing more than two factors in PMF, the time series and mass spectral profiles of the 258!

additional factors can be represented as an “intermediate” or “splitting” of high- and/or low-259!

temperature factors which can be described by a linear combination of the two factors. As 260!

examples, Figures S2 and S3 show the correlation between n-factor solutions (n = 3, 4) and PMF 261!

results from high- and low-temperature factors for Ponderosa pine datasets. This suggests that 262!

only two factors, i.e., high- and low-temperature pyrolysis factors, were needed to explain most 263!

of the variability we observed for the VOC emissions from biomass burning. 264!

There are notable exceptions to the two-factor solution, including an infrequently observed, 265!

but important, third factor that we call a “distillation” factor, and a fourth profile observed during 266!

burns of duff. Several fires contain a distillation phase, in which a brief burst of VOCs, typically 267!

enriched in terpenes, is emitted immediately prior to ignition. However, PMF captured this phase 268!

for only a limited number of burns in which the distillation phase contained sufficient gas-phase 269!

emissions and lasted long enough (~30 seconds). When a two-factor solution is used, the 270!

terpenes are largely grouped with the high-temperature pyrolysis factor. Duff is defined as a 271!

“layer of moderately to highly decomposed leaves, needles, fine twigs, and other organic 272!

material found between the mineral soil surface and litter layer of forest soil” (Reardon, 2007). 273!

The duff PMF solutions have residuals larger than 80% when solved with only two factors. This 274!

means that duff burns have a unique VOC emission pattern that cannot be explained by only 275!

high- and low-temperature factors. These exceptions are discussed in more detail later.  276!

 277!
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3.2 VOC emission profiles of high- and low-temperature pyrolysis factors 278!

The mass spectral profiles of the relative abundances of emitted VOCs for the individual 279!

PMF factors obtained from a given fuel type are similar for replicate burns of the same fuel type. 280!

When comparing the PMF profiles for two individual burns of the Ponderosa pine realistic 281!

mixture, the correlation coefficient (r2) is higher than 0.92 for both the high- and low-282!

temperature pyrolysis factors (Figure 2a). Importantly, the mass spectra for the high-temperature 283!

pyrolysis factor are also very similar between different fuels, and the same is true for the low-284!

temperature pyrolysis factor. For example, the correlations of each profile between (i) Douglas 285!

fir and Ponderosa pine, (ii) Manzanita (chaparral) and Ponderosa, and (iii) Bear grass and 286!

Ponderosa have a slope near 1 and r2 ≥ 0.83 (Figures 2b-d). In contrast, the correlation between 287!

the high- and low-temperature mass spectra is visually clearly lower (r2 < 0.69,Figure 2e). Figure 288!

3 shows the average VOC emission profiles of the two factors obtained using PMF results of 15 289!

different fuels. The fractions of individual ion peaks in the emission profiles are summarized in 290!

Table S1. These average profiles are in good agreement with profiles of individual fuels: a best 291!

fit of 0.96 < slope < 1.04 and r2 > 0.84, except for high-temperature factor of Excelsior with r2 = 292!

0.68 (Table 1d and Figure S4). Excelsior is an unusual fuel in that it consists of fine shavings of 293!

a single fuel component (wood). VOC composition in high- and low-temperature profiles is 294!

discussed in Section 3.3.1. 295!

The compositional differences between the two profiles can be qualitatively explained by 296!

the temperature of the pyrolysis reactions thought to be the main production mechanism of the 297!

VOCs, such as depolymerization, fragmentation, and aromatization (Yokelson et al., 1996; 298!

Yokelson et al., 1997; Collard and Blin, 2014; Liu et al., 2016). This is illustrated by the relative 299!

contributions from the high-temperature versus low-temperature factors for most emitted VOCs. 300!

VOCs expected from high-temperature processes have a higher emissions contribution from the 301!

high-temperature factor, and likewise for low-temperature VOCs and the low-temperature factor.   302!

Figure 4a shows the contribution of each factor to selected pyrolysis products from major 303!

fuel biopolymers, i.e., hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin. The contributions of individual VOCs 304!

are expressed by their normalized fractions (Fhigh-T and Flow-T) of high- and low-temperature 305!

factors: Fhigh-T = Fractionhigh-T/(Fractionhigh-T + Fractionlow-T) and Flow-T = Fractionlow-306!

T/(Fractionhigh-T + Fractionlow-T), where Fractionhigh-T and Fractionlow-T correspond to fractions 307!

(in ppbv/total VOC ppbv) of individual species in the high- and low-temperature VOC profiles 308!
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(Figure 3), respectively. Figure 4b also shows the relationship between pyrolysis temperature and 309!

representative products for individual biopolymers as reported in the literature (Collard and Blin, 310!

2014). During the heating of biomass, different chemical bonds within the biopolymers are 311!

broken, which results in the release of VOCs and in rearrangement reactions within the matrix of 312!

the residue. Low temperature pyrolysis breaks the bonds between the monomer units of the 313!

polymers. Depolymerization in lignin (300-500 °C) produces guaiacols, (iso)eugenol, and 314!

syringol. Furans and furfurals are dominantly formed from cellulose and hemicellulose (300-315!

400 °C). Emissions of these compounds have a larger contribution from the low-temperature 316!

factor (Flow-T = 60-100%). Higher temperatures allow reaction of functional groups and covalent 317!

bonds in polymers and monomers. The resulting fragmentation emits various VOCs: for example, 318!

hydroxyacetone, acetaldehyde, and acetic acid from depolymerization of cellulose and/or 319!

hemicellulose. These VOCs have roughly equal contributions from low- and high-temperature 320!

factors. The release of oxygenated compounds during depolymerization and fragmentation 321!

increases the carbon percentage of the residual biopolymers. Benzene rings and aromatic 322!

polycyclic structures form, which is termed char. Higher temperature pyrolysis breaks 323!

progressively stronger bonds in char (> 500 °C). This aromatization process gives off aromatic 324!

compounds with short substituents (e.g., phenol), non-substituted aromatics (e.g., benzene), and 325!

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs such as naphthalene). Most of those aromatics have a 326!

large contribution from the high-temperature factor (Fhigh-T = 60-100%). As the temperature 327!

increases, substituents of the aromatic rings disappear and PAHs are dominantly produced. This 328!

is consistent with the contribution of the high-temperature factor to phenol (Fhigh-T = 60%), 329!

benzene (77%), and naphthalene (92%). 330!

These many diverse chemical processes are likely happening simultaneously during a fire, 331!

and their relative intensities may change based on fuel composition, fuel moisture content, or 332!

other as-yet poorly defined parameters. However, the net result of all these variables is the 333!

emission of just two major compositional groups. The VOCs that comprise these two groups 334!

mostly consist of the pyrolysis products described above and their analogs. During most of these 335!

fires, the emissions of any particular VOC can be described by a linear combination of the high-336!

temperature and low-temperature pyrolysis time series. Some VOCs are emitted mainly from the 337!

high-temperature pyrolysis; some mainly from the low-temperature profile; and others have a 338!

mixed contribution. This is quantified by Fhigh-T as described above. We sorted the VOCs by 339!
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Fhigh-T, to show how the chemical composition of emissions changes from high- to low-340!

temperature pyrolysis process. Figure 5 shows the chemical characteristics of compounds that 341!

are mostly emitted in the high-temperature pyrolysis (Fhigh-T = 80-100% in panel (a)), mostly 342!

emitted in the low-temperature pyrolysis (Fhigh-T = 0-20% in panel (e)), or have mixed 343!

contributions from both pyrolysis (Fhigh-T = 60-80% in panel (b), 40-60% in (c), and 20-40% in 344!

(d)). Fhigh-T of each individual VOC is shown in Figure S5. In the category emitted mostly by the 345!

high-temperature pyrolysis, important compounds include alkyl-substituted aromatics and 346!

aliphatic alkenes (Figures 5a and b), whereas carbonyls have more equal contributions from the 347!

high- and low-temperature pyrolysis processes. It should be noted that terpenes (e.g., 348!

(oxygenated) monoterpenes and isoprene) emitted from distillation are grouped with the high-349!

temperature pyrolysis (Figures 5a and b; Section 3.6). 350!

Several nitrogen (N)-containing compounds also fall into high or low temperature categories 351!

consistent with behavior previously reported in the literature. The main N-containing compounds 352!

detected by PTR-ToF-MS are isocyanic acid (HNCO), nitrous acid (HONO), hydrogen cyanide 353!

(HCN), and ammonia (NH3). HNCO, HONO, and HCN have a high contribution of the high-354!

temperature factor (Fhigh-T = 80-100% in Figure 5a), while NH3 falls into the category with a 355!

large contribution from the low-temperature factor (Flow-T = 86% in Figure 5e). Nitrogen in 356!

biomass typically exists as amino acids/proteins and pyrrole/pyridine (aromatic N-heterocycles). 357!

During the pyrolysis of those N-functionalities at high temperature (700-1100 °C), HCN is 358!

identified as the main product in most cases (Johnson and Kang, 1971; Haidar et al., 1981; 359!

Patterson et al., 1968; Houser et al., 1980). NH3, resulting from the lower-temperature pyrolysis 360!

of proteins, has been classified as smoldering combustion gases and falls here into the low 361!

temperature profile (Yokelson et al., 1996). 362!

The present analysis predominantly focuses on VOCs. The VOC emissions from biomass 363!

burning are dominated by pyrolysis reactions of biopolymers. However, not all species are 364!

emitted from pyrolysis reactions. For example, flaming combustion releases CO2, NOx, HONO, 365!

and black carbon, etc. This is a separate process and cannot be expected to be captured by our 366!

VOC framework. In Section 3.5 we show that MCE, which delineates flaming versus smoldering 367!

combustion, is a poorer descriptor of VOC variability than the high versus low-temperature 368!

pyrolysis framework. 369!

 370!
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3.3 Chemical characteristics of VOC emissions depending on pyrolysis temperature 371!

3.3.1 VOC composition 372!

The VOC emission profiles for the high- and low-temperature factors are shown in Figure 3 373!

and they mainly consist of hydrocarbons, oxygenates with n=1-7 oxygen atoms, and nitrogen- 374!

and/or sulfur-containing hydrocarbons (Figure 6). In each emission profile, about half of the 375!

fraction (in ppbv) is accounted for by a combination of the following seven compounds: (i) 376!

ethene (C2H4), (ii) formaldehyde (HCHO), (iii) methanol (CH3OH), (iv) acetaldehyde 377!

(CH3CHO), (v) acrolein (CH2=CHCHO), (vi) acetic acid (CH3COOH) and glycolaldehyde 378!

(HOCH2CHO), and (vii) ammonia (NH3). The other half includes several fundamental structures, 379!

with a variety of functionalities, as discussed later. Oxygenates with one oxygen are predominant 380!

in both emission profiles, accounting for 39% of molar emissions in the high-temperature profile 381!

and 36% in the low-temperature profile. Emissions of highly oxygenated compounds (≥ 2 382!

oxygen atoms) and ammonia are higher in the low-temperature profile than in the high-383!

temperature profile. The fractions of hydrocarbons and compounds that contain both N and O, 384!

such as HNCO, are lower in the low-temperature profile. 385!

VOCs emitted from biomass burning can be generally organized into major structural groups: 386!

furans, aromatics, oxygenated aromatics, aliphatic compounds, and so on. Within each structural 387!

category, compounds can have various functionalities, such as alcohol or alkene substituents 388!

(Hatch et al., 2015). VOC composition classified by 11 structures and 17 functionalities is shown 389!

in Figures 7 and 8. Some VOCs have multiple functional groups. These are counted once in each 390!

relevant category. For example, guaiacol is counted in “Oxygenated aromatic” structural 391!

category as “Alcohol” and “Ether (methoxy)” functional groups. 392!

The most dominant emissions are attributable to aliphatic oxygenates, i.e., 62% of molar 393!

emissions in the high-temperature profile and 60% in the low-temperature profile (Figure 7). 394!

This is due to the specific compounds (ii)-(vi) described above. The low-temperature profile is 395!

twice as rich in aromatic oxygenates (≥ 2 oxygen atoms) and furans as the high-temperature 396!

profile, while the high-temperature profile is enriched in aliphatic (mostly alkenes) and aromatic 397!

hydrocarbons. Terpenes (including isoprene, monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes, and oxygenated 398!

monoterpenes) emitted from distillation, not from pyrolysis, are dominantly grouped with the 399!

high-temperature factor. Compared to the low-temperature profile, the high-temperature profile 400!

is enriched in the following functional groups: C-C double bond (>C=C<), C-C triple bond (-401!
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C≡C-), diene (>C=C-C=C<), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH), nitrile (-C≡N), amide (-402!

C(=O)-N-), nitro (-NO2), nitrate (-NO3), thiol/sulfide (-S-(H)) (Figure 8). The low-temperature 403!

profile is enriched in alcohols (-OH), ethers (mostly methoxy groups: -O-CH3), esters (-C(=O)-404!

O-), and amines (-NH2; mostly ammonia). The emissions of compounds with carbonyl groups 405!

(>C=O) and acids (-C(=O)-OH-) are similar. These results are consistent with the contributions 406!

of VOC to the high- and low-temperature factors described in Section 3.2. 407!

 408!

3.3.2 OH reactivity 409!

The hydroxyl radical (OH) is an important driver of daytime oxidation chemistry. 410!

Quantifying the VOC reactivity with OH provides insight into which VOC emissions may be 411!

most important for ozone and secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation. Interestingly, the two 412!

profiles have a similar average per-molecule (weighted by abundance) rate constant with OH: 413!

15.7×10-12 cm3/molecule/s for the high-temperature profile and 15.8×10-12 cm3/molecule/s for 414!

the low-temperature profile. However, the reactivity is provided by very different VOCs in each 415!

profile. Aliphatic oxygenates are important in both profiles, but more so in the high-temperature 416!

profile (30% of reactivity) than in the low-temperature profile (24% of reactivity). In the high-417!

temperature profile, the reactivity also has a large contribution from terpenes and aliphatic 418!

hydrocarbons, while in the low-temperature profile, the reactivity is largely due to furans and 419!

aromatics (Figure 9a). Since the total VOC emissions in real-world fires come from a mixture of 420!

the high- and low- temperature pyrolysis factors, the total OH reactivity of fresh emissions 421!

should scale directly with VOC concentration. 422!

 423!

3.3.3 Volatility 424!

Volatility is another important chemical characteristic affecting secondary organic aerosol 425!

(SOA) yield and formation rate. The low-temperature emission profile contains more compounds 426!

that are of higher molecular weight, more oxygenated, and of lower volatility (Figure 9b). 427!

Oxygenated aromatics have been shown to be important biomass burning SOA precursors (Bruns 428!

et al., 2016), and while the SOA yields of many other compounds are unknown, the lower 429!

volatility and higher oxygen content of the low-temperature profile suggests a potentially more 430!

efficient SOA formation. SOA formation was also studied during the FIREX 2016 campaign, by 431!

oxidizing emissions in a chamber, and will be presented separately (Lim et al, in prep, 2018). We 432!
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note that the compounds with C0 < 102 µg m-3 shown in Figure 9b should be primarily in the 433!

particle phase and not measureable by PTR-MS without long delay times (Pagonis et al., 2017). 434!

However, the volatility of these compounds (calculated from the elemental composition) has an 435!

uncertainty of several orders of magnitude. Also, the cyclic compounds that are abundant in the 436!

low-temperature profile, such as aromatic oxygenates, produce multifunctional ring-opening-437!

products that are known to be efficient SOA precursors (Yee et al., 2013). In a similar manner to 438!

the OH reactivity, the total volatility distribution can be estimated from the relative importance 439!

of the high- and low-temperature pyrolysis in a given fire.  440!

 441!

3.4 Relationship of fuel characteristics to relative importance of high- and low-temperature 442!

pyrolysis factors 443!

To use the PMF profiles (Figure 3) for estimates of VOC emissions from other fires, it is 444!

necessary to know the relative fire-integrated contributions of high- and low-temperature 445!

pyrolysis for those fires. As a step in this direction, in the present work, we found that fire-446!

integrated molar emission ratios of total VOCs from high-temperature pyrolysis to low-447!

temperature pyrolysis, ∑VOChigh-T (in ppbv)/∑VOClow-T (in ppbv), are related to which parts of 448!

the plants are burned (blue bars in Figure 10). When leafy fuels (i.e., canopy, shrub, and 449!

herbaceous fuels) are burned, the fraction of total VOC emissions originating from high-450!

temperature pyrolysis is higher than those from low-temperature pyrolysis. These results imply 451!

that surface-to-volume ratios and the content of biopolymers in a given fuel can strongly affect 452!

the relative importance of high- and low-temperature pyrolysis. Leaves have high surface-to-453!

volume ratios and despite higher fuel moisture, at least the surface may tend to heat up easily, 454!

resulting in a higher contribution from the high-temperature factor. The higher monoterpene 455!

content of foliage may explain why low-temperature distillation products like monoterpenes are 456!

associated with the high-T pyrolysis factor.  457!

In contrast, the burn of rotten wood was found to contain VOC emissions from low-458!

temperature pyrolysis only. Our brown rotten wood samples were enriched in lignin (Kirk and 459!

Cowling, 1984). Lignin is relatively resistant to thermal decomposition compared to cellulose 460!

and hemicellulose. The temperature range where pyrolytic decomposition occurs significantly is 461!

280-500 °C for lignin, 240-350 °C for cellulose, and 200-260 °C for hemicellulose (Liu et al., 462!

2016; Babu, 2008), as shown in Figure 4b. In our laboratory fires, the rotten wood first 463!
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smoldered for an extended period, and then flames were observed. However, only the low-464!

temperature profile was observed. This suggests that it is more difficult for lignin-rich fuels to 465!

reach high enough temperatures to emit the “high-temperature pyrolysis” VOCs.  Therefore, we 466!

do not see the same gradient in pyrolysis products that is observed for other fuel burns mainly 467!

consisting of cellulose and hemicellulose. Nitrogen content and speciation also vary between 468!

different biomass components, and temperature and differences in biopolymer content have been 469!

shown to strongly affect the composition of nitrogen-containing emissions (Hansson et al., 2004; 470!

Ren et al., 2011; Coggon et al. 2016). This is consistent with the observed differences in nitrogen 471!

speciation between the two profiles.  472!

 473!

3.5 High- and low-temperature pyrolysis profiles describe total VOC emissions 474!

Previous studies have found a correlation between the emission factors of certain VOCs and 475!

the fire-integrated modified combustion efficiency (MCE) (Yokelson et al., 1996: Yokelson et al., 476!

1997; Selimovic et al., 2018). Thus, one might expect that the high- and low-temperature 477!

pyrolysis factors would also show a strong relationship to MCE. However, MCE does not 478!

parameterize the relative amounts of high- and low-temperature pyrolysis products very well, 479!

either instantaneously or on a fire-integrated basis (Figure 11). The basic reason is that CO2 as 480!

well as NOx are emitted overwhelmingly from flaming combustion, which is not the main source 481!

of most VOC emissions, and these emissions are not expected to correlate with a linear 482!

combination of the high- and low-temperature pyrolysis processes, while CO emissions are 483!

reasonably well correlated with an average of high- and low-temperature emissions (Figures 1 484!

and S6). This is especially clear in rotten log burns, where CO2 and the PMF profiles are not 485!

correlated. The CO2 emissions are enhanced by shifting from the smoldering to flaming 486!

combustion, but VOC emission patterns are not changed from the low- to high-temperature 487!

pyrolysis (Figure S7). Consequently, CO2 and MCE, which indicate the separation between 488!

flaming and smoldering combustions, are not appropriate to estimate the high-/low-temperature 489!

pyrolysis VOC emissions. Our results indicate that VOC emissions are even more closely 490!

correlated to the biopolymer composition and the surface-to-volume ratios of fuels, than to the 491!

MCE. It is also seen that for some fires the air temperature correlates with the high-temperature 492!

contribution (e.g., Fires #37 and #59 shown in Figure S8a-c). This suggests that the VOC 493!

emissions are certainly related to the temperature within a fire. However, some other burns did 494!
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not have a good correlation between the temperature and VOC emissions (e.g., Fire #38 shown 495!

in Figure S8d), because the temperature measurement had some issues in the present work: (i) 496!

background temperature for each burn was different, (ii) some burns have colder temperature at 497!

end compared to start, which means that the laboratory was not controlled at constant 498!

temperature, and (iii) the increase in air temperature often lagged behind the emissions, 499!

especially at the start of a fire. 500!

The relative contributions from the high- and low-temperature processes could be estimated 501!

from ratios of distinct marker species that are consistently enhanced in the high and low-502!

temperature profiles. Several such pairs were considered and the ratio of ethyne (C2H2) to furan 503!

(C4H4O) can reasonably predict the ratio of high- to low-temperature emissions as given in Eq. 1: 504!

 505!
!"!#$!!"#!,!!"!!!"#$"%&!'%"!(!!"#)
!"!#$!!"#!,!"#!!"#$"%&!'%"!(!!"#) =

!"!!"#!(!!"#)!/!!.!"#"
!"#$%!(!!"#)!/!!.!"#$      (1) 506!

 507!

The derivation and how the ethyne/furan ratio correlates with the high-/low-temperature 508!

emission ratio are given in the Supporting Information (S2 and Figure S9). However, this pair is 509!

not ideal because measurements of these two species are not frequently available and furan has 510!

high reactivity to both O3 and NO3 radicals. Future work should assess non-PTR measurements 511!

in order to find appropriate external markers.  512!

Studies of laboratory burns and wildfires have reported variable emission ratios (or factors) 513!

for various VOCs as well as fire-integrated MCE, even for similar fuel types. Here we 514!

investigate how well total VOC emissions in biomass burning can be fit by the average VOC 515!

emission profiles (Figure 3) using emission factors and ratios reported in the literature for 516!

laboratory and field burns (Gilman et al., 2015; Stockwell et al., 2015; Akagi et al., 2011). When 517!

fitting the present high- and low-temperature factors to the other biomass burning data, total 518!

VOC emissions can be described with different relative fractions of the factors (Figure S10). For 519!

example, the best fit to a laboratory study by Gilman et al. (2015), using fuels from southwestern, 520!

southeastern, and northern U.S. (e.g., pine, spruce, fir, chaparral, mesquite, and oak) with MCE = 521!

0.75-0.98, includes 32% high-temperature and 68% low-temperature VOC emissions; for 522!

another laboratory study by Stockwell et al. (2015) including several types of grass, spruce, and 523!

chaparral with MCE = 0.68-0.99, 59% high temperature and 41% low temperature; temperate 524!

forest fires (MCE = 0.95) reported by Akagi et al. (2011), 77% high temperature and 23% low 525!
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temperature, while in the case of chaparral fires (MCE = 0.96), 48% high temperature and 52% 526!

low temperature. The fitting can be done with high correlation coefficient (r ≥ 0.92) for all the 527!

literature data (Figure S10). This is further evidence that at most two factors can explain the 528!

majority of VOC variability. Therefore, these two factors could be used to fill in VOCs not 529!

measured in the other studies which sometimes had less chemical detail. The current study 530!

incorporated a wide range of MCEs and fuel moisture contents (Table 1), so the two-factor 531!

description may be applicable under many conditions. However, some other factors should be 532!

required for specific burns, as discussed below.  533!

 534!

3.6 Emission of specific compounds 535!

3.6.1 Distillation phase 536!

At the beginning of many burn experiments, a white smoke is visible immediately prior to 537!

ignition. This “distillation phase” does not result from pyrolysis or combustion, but rather a 538!

gradual heating and release of water and volatile compounds trapped within the biomass. This 539!

phase of the fire was not distinguished by PMF. The distillation phase from coniferous fuels is 540!

enriched in some compounds highly relevant to atmospheric chemistry, especially terpenes (Koss 541!

et al., 2018). But this phase lasts only a short time (typically less than 10 seconds), in which only 542!

a short spike in emissions is observed. Accordingly, PMF cannot capture this phase effectively 543!

even if a large number of factors is chosen. As an exception, the distillation phase of Sagebrush, 544!

enriched in terpenes and a specific oxygenated monoterpene (camphor), can be distinguished as a 545!

third PMF factor, because that phase lasted longer than 30 seconds in that fire. The reported 546!

overall residual of 15% includes the poorly fitted distillation phase, and we stress that it typically 547!

accounts for only a small portion of the overall emissions. Additionally, with the exception of 548!

terpenes, the composition of the distillation profile is similar to that of the high-temperature 549!

profile. 550!

For some fuel burns other than coniferous fuels (e.g., Manzanita), VOC emissions during the 551!

distillation phase are quite small, although distillation smoke is visible. In these cases, PMF 552!

incorporates this phase into the low-temperature pyrolysis factor. There may be a relationship 553!

between the VOC emission process coincident with distillation (low- or high-temperature) and 554!

the presence of visible smoke. For instance, perhaps here the temperatures are low enough that 555!

the compounds are able to re-condense into visible smoke. 556!
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 557!

3.6.2 Duff burn 558!

A fourth factor can be resolved from the PMF analysis of duff burns. The distribution of 559!

VOC structures and functionality in the duff emission profiles (Figure 12a) is similar to the low-560!

temperature pyrolysis profile (Figure 12b). The major difference is much higher emission of 561!

aliphatic nitrogen-containing compounds: 56% more of these compounds are emitted per-ppbv 562!

VOC in the duff profile than in the low-temperature profile. The additional emissions are mostly 563!

nitriles and amides, especially hydrogen cyanide (HCN), acetonitrile, and acetamide. Pyrroles 564!

and pyridines are also enhanced, but are much less abundant overall. 565!

The organic portion of duff is enriched in nitrogen relative to other components of coniferous 566!

fuels. The nitrogen to carbon ratio in the Subalpine fir duff (N:C ratio = 0.028 by weight) was a 567!

factor of 2.1 higher than the average of other Subalpine fir components, and the Engelmann 568!

spruce duff N:C ratio (0.022) was 1.3 times higher than other Engelmann spruce components. 569!

Coggon et al. (2016), who investigated VOC emissions from the burning of herbaceous and 570!

arboraceous fuels, also found that the nitrogen-containing fraction of VOCs emitted from 571!

biomass burning increased with the nitrogen content of the fuel. 572!

However, the nitrogen content cannot entirely explain why duff has a unique emission profile. 573!

Other fuels, such as Ceanothus and Ponderosa pine litter, have similar N:C ratios (0.025, 0.024, 574!

and 0.022, respectively) but are explained well by the 2-factor PMF solution consisting of high- 575!

and low-temperature pyrolysis factors. The contradiction may be due to differences in the 576!

speciation of nitrogen-containing organics. In woody and leafy fuels, proteins and amino acids 577!

account for 80-85% of the organic nitrogen (Ren and Zhao, 2015). In soils, proteins account for 578!

typically only 40% of organic nitrogen, and heterocyclic nitrogen compounds (pyrroles and 579!

pyridines) account for 35% (Schulten and Schnitzer, 1997). Pyrolysis of nitrogen heterocycles 580!

releases HCN, while proteins and amino acids may release more NH3 (Leppälahti and Koljonen, 581!

1995). This is consistent with the higher HCN and nitriles characteristic of the duff emission 582!

profile. 583!

 584!

3.6.3 Variation in specific VOCs between fuels 585!
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When comparing emission profiles of individual fuels to the average profiles shown in 586!

Figure 3, there are some specific compounds whose emissions are notably higher (> ×5) or lower 587!

(< ×0.2) than the average (Figure S4). Here we highlight several key features: 588!

(i) For Ponderosa/Lodgepole/Loblolly pines, Douglas/Subalpine firs, and Juniper, the 589!

emission of benzoquinone (C6H4O2·H+, m/z 109.028) is quite low in the high-590!

temperature pyrolysis: 7-21% of the average emission for the pines and firs, and 2% 591!

for Juniper (Figures S4a-1~4, 6, and 7). 592!

(ii) For fuels other than coniferous fuels and Sagebrush, i.e., Bear grass, Excelsior, 593!

Ceanothus, Chamise, and Manzanita, emissions of monoterpenes (C10H16·H+, m/z 594!

137.132) are only 2-15% of the average (Figures S4a-8~14). 595!

(iii) Excelsior emits especially low quantities of nitrogen-containing compounds, 596!

especially nitriles (hydrogen cyanide, acetonitrile, acrylonitrile, and propane nitrile) 597!

and pyridine, in the high-temperature pyrolysis (Figure S4a-9). This is because the 598!

nitrogen content in Excelsior is significantly lower than other fuels. The Excelsior 599!

N:C ratio (0.005 by weight) is 3.6 times lower than the average of other fuels (0.017 600!

± 0.006). 601!

(iv) High-temperature pyrolysis of Ceanothus produces quite high emission of 602!

benzofuran-type compounds (Figure S4a-10). Benzofuran (C8H6O·H+, m/z 119.049) 603!

and methylbenzofuran and possibly its isomer such as cinnamaldehyde (C9H8O·H+, 604!

m/z 133.065) are 5.5 and 10.1 times higher than the average, respectively. 605!

(v) Sagebrush specifically emits camphor (C10H16O·H+, m/z 153.127) in high-606!

temperature pyrolysis (Figure S4a-15). 607!

(vi) There are a limited number of exceptions in low-temperature profiles (Figure S4b). 608!

This means that low-temperature pyrolysis gives almost identical VOC emissions, 609!

independent of fuel types. 610!

 611!

4 Conclusions 612!

This work focused on interpretation of VOC emissions from biomass burning. We provided 613!

an understanding of VOC variability based on known chemical and physical processes to release 614!

VOCs from fires. We explained most of the observed variability between VOC emissions from 615!

fuel types and over the course of a fire using just two emission profiles: (i) high-temperature 616!
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pyrolysis profile and (ii) low-temperature pyrolysis profile. The results are summarized as 617!

follows: 618!

1. The two profiles can explain the variability in VOC emissions composition between 619!

different fuel types and over the course of individual fires, with an average residual of < 620!

15%. 621!

2. The high-temperature profile is quantitatively similar between different fuel types (r2 > 622!

0.84), and likewise for the low-temperature profile.  623!

3. The two profiles are significantly different in terms of VOC composition, volatility, and 624!

contributors to OH reactivity. The high-temperature pyrolysis profile is enriched in 625!

aliphatic unsaturated hydrocarbons, (polycyclic) aromatic hydrocarbons, terpenes 626!

(emitted from distillation), HCN, HNCO, and HONO. The resulting OH reactivity is 627!

primarily attributed to terpenes, aliphatic hydrocarbons, and non-aromatic oxygenates. 628!

The low-temperature pyrolysis profile is enriched in aromatic oxygenates, furans, and 629!

NH3. The OH reactivity is contributed significantly by furans and aromatics. 630!

4. The fire-integrated molar emission ratios of total VOCs from high-temperature 631!

pyrolysis to low-temperature pyrolysis are related to the biopolymer composition and 632!

surface-to-volume ratios of fuels. Higher surface-to-volume ratios lead to total VOC 633!

emissions enriched in products resulting from high-temperature pyrolysis than from 634!

those resulting from low-temperature pyrolysis. 635!

5. The two VOC profiles can model previously reported VOC data for laboratory and field 636!

burns (r ≥ 0.92). This suggests that these two profiles could be used to fill in VOCs not 637!

actually measured in the previous studies which sometimes had less chemical detail. 638!

6. MCE, which parameterizes flaming and smoldering combustion, is not appropriate to 639!

estimate the high-/low-temperature pyrolysis VOC emissions. This suggests that the 640!

high- and low-temperature pyrolysis profiles may provide information on emissions that 641!

is not accessible with a broader definition of smoldering combustion implicit in the use 642!

of MCE. 643!

7. Duff burns emit a specific VOC profile which is similar to that of low-temperature 644!

pyrolysis, but additionally includes aliphatic nitrogen-containing compounds, especially 645!

HCN, acetonitrile, and acetamide. 646!
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Our framework provides a way to understand VOC emissions variability in other laboratory and 647!

field studies of biomass burning. We highlight two areas of useful future work. First, external 648!

tracers should be found that will allow the prediction of the relative contribution of individual 649!

profiles. This could include specific chemical species, an understanding of how fuel or burn 650!

characteristics relate to the relative contribution of the two profiles, or a relationship between 651!

some measure of fire temperature and the VOC profiles. Second, the SOA and ozone formation 652!

potential of the two profiles should be determined. With this further work, the VOC profiles 653!

could be widely useful to model VOC emissions from many types of biomass burning in the 654!

western US, with additions to the framework being needed for fires that burn a lot of duff. 655!

Future work should also include a quantitative comparison of the VOC PMF results to 656!

measurements of aerosol, inorganic gases, and organic species not measured by PTR-ToF-MS. 657!

Such a comparison would help define the relationship between VOCs and characteristics of 658!

primary organic aerosol (POA). We note that the primary aerosols have also been shown to have 659!

distinct profiles that correlate with different pyrolysis and combustion processes in the fire 660!

(Reece et al., 2017; Haslett et al., 2017).  661!
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Table 1. (a) Data numbers and corresponding details of 15 different fuels used in PMF analysis. (b) Average MCE and fuel 860!

moisture content. (c) Residuals of 2-factor PMF solutions. (d) Correlation with average VOC emission profile (Figure 3). 861!

 862!
  863!

Total MCE Moiture content Average ± STDV (maximum, minimum) Slope Correlation coefficient (r2) Slope Correlation coefficient (r2)
Realistic 5 (Fire 01, 02, 37, 59, 72) 0.913-0.940 24.3-31.8%
Canopy 2 (Fire 19, 39) 0.904-0.935 40.4-51.1%
Litter 1 (Fire 38) 0.945 6.2%
Rotten log 2 (Fire 13, 73) 0.932-0.957 2.9-5.7%
Realistic 4 (Fire 06, 07, 58, 63) 0.927-0.943 20.3-24.4%
Canopy 1 (Fire 40) 0.924 49.30%
Litter 2 (Fire 21, 41) 0.925-0.938 7.0-10.5%

3. Loblolly pine 2 Litter 2 (Fire 35, 53) 0.922-0.929 5.4-10.9% 6.3 ± 0.3 (6.6, 6.1) 0.989 ± 0.007 0.8662 0.960 ± 0.004 0.8862
Realistic 2 (Fire 14, 57) 0.926-0.951 23.3-25.7%
Canopy 1 (Fire 18) 0.928 50.3%
Litter 1 (Fire 43) 0.951 3.0%
Realistic 1 (Fire 08) 0.920 13.0%
Canopy 1 (Fire 25) 0.950 34.0%
Duff 1 (Fire 26) 0.817 0.6% 82.0 - - - -
Realistic 2 (Fire 47, 67) 0.932-0.942 32.8-35.6%
Canopy 2 (Fire 15, 23) 0.886-0.947 17.6-55.5%
Litter 1 (Fire 51) 0.906 6.6%
Duff 1 (Fire 56) 0.886 0.9% 87.0 - - - -

7. Juniper 2 Canopy 2 (Fire 68, 75) 0.928-0.939 45.0-48.0% 6.4 ± 3.0 (8.5, 4.3) 1.016 ± 0.006 0.8872 0.971 ± 0.004 0.9010

8. Bear grass 1 - (Fire 62) 0.897 55.1% 5.6 1.039 ± 0.006 0.8847 1.006 ± 0.004 0.9174

9. Excelsior 2 - (Fire 49, 61) 0.945-0.971 3.9-5.4% 6.2 ± 3.0 (8.3, 4.0) 1.04 ± 0.01 0.6806 1.012 ± 0.007 0.8521

10. Ceatnothus 2 Shrub 2 (Fire 69, 74) 0.942-0.947 17.7-27.9% 10.2 ± 1.1 (11.0, 9.5) 1.000 ± 0.007 0.8416 1.030 ± 0.006 0.8985

11. Chamise (contaminated) 3 Canopy 3 (Fire 24, 29, 46) 0.948-0.959 10.9-16.1% 13.1 ± 3.9 (16.0, 8.6) 1.037 ± 0.006 0.8951 1.044 ± 0.004 0.9477

12. Chamise (uncontaminated) 3 Canopy 3 (Fire 27, 32, 48) 0.946-0.954 6.2-17.1% 12.6 ± 2.0 (14.2, 10.4) 1.017 ± 0.005 0.9322 1.024 ± 0.004 0.9299

13. Manzanita (contaminated) 2 Canopy 2 (Fire 30, 33) 0.962-0.963 23.5-26.7% 13.0 ± 1.1 (13.8, 12.3) 0.997 ± 0.004 0.9347 1.034 ± 0.004 0.9504

14. Manzanita (uncontaminated) 2 Canopy 2 (Fire 28, 34) 0.963-0.964 25.7-26.3% 7.3 ± 1.1 (8.0, 6.5) 1.015 ± 0.005 0.9229 1.043 ± 0.005 0.9224

15. Sagebrush 2 Shrub 2 (Fire 66, 71) 0.919-0.922 37.8-54.2% 7.0 ± 2.1 (8.5, 5.6) 0.993 ± 0.005 0.9046 1.011 ± 0.004 0.9306

a Residual [%] = [Total measured ion signal - Total synthetic ion signal of high- and low-temperature factors] / Total measured ion signal x 100
b "Duff" data is excluded.

0.9547 b

6. Subalpine fir 6
23.0 ± 14.1 (45.2, 9.1) b 1.001 ± 0.005 b 0.9359 b 0.999 ± 0.003 b

0.9563

5. Engelmann spruce 3
20.5 ± 2.4 (22.2, 18.8) b 0.999 ± 0.006 b 0.9019 b 0.960 ± 0.004 b 0.9004 b

4. Douglas fir 4 21.2 ± 9.3 (34.9, 14.9) 0.996 ± 0.004 0.9508 0.999 ± 0.003

1.012 ± 0.005 0.9245

2. Lodgepole pine 7 14.8 ± 4.9 (23.3, 10.9) 0.990 ± 0.004 0.9586 0.990 ± 0.002 0.9716

Detail

1. Ponderosa pine 10 15.7 ± 7.6 (28.9, 7.7) 0.976 ± 0.004 0.9393

Fuel ( a ) Data number for consolidated PMF ( b ) Fire characteristics ( c ) Residual [%] a
( d ) Correlation with average VOC emission profile (Figure 3)

High-temperature pyrolysis factor Low-temperature pyrolysis factor
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 864!
Figure 1. Results for an example burn of Ponderosa pine realistic mixture (Fire #37). (a) 865!

Time series of ion signals of 574 ion peaks, naphthalene (C10H8·H+, m/z 129.070), and 866!

syringol (C8H10O3·H+, m/z 155.070). (b) PMF results of 2-factor solution. The grey and pink 867!

colors are stacked, not overlapped. (c) Time series of mixing ratios of CO2, CO, and NOx 868!

measured by open-path Fourier transform infrared (OP-FTIR) optical spectroscopy and 869!

the modified combustion efficiency (MCE) (Selimovic et al., 2018). The MCE trace is 870!

colored by the key and scale on the right. 871!

  872!
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Figure 2. Comparison of mass spectral profiles: (a) Ponderosa pine realistic mixture (Fire #72) vs. Ponderosa pine realistic 

mixture (Fire #02) for high- and low-temperature pyrolysis factors. (In this case, PMF was separately performed for data of 

Fire #02 and #72.) (b) Douglas fir vs. Ponderosa pine for high- and low-temperature factors. (c) Manzanita (contaminated) vs. 

Ponderosa pine for both the factors. (d) Bear grass vs. Ponderosa pine for both the factors. (e) Low- vs. high-temperature 

pyrolysis factor for Ponderosa pine and Manzanita (contaminated). Data points in individual panels correspond to well-fitted 

434 ion peaks. Slope and correlation coefficient (r2) are obtained using logarithmic fraction, i.e., log(ncps/total VOC ncps).  
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Figure 3. Average VOC emission profiles of 

high- and low-temperature pyrolysis factors, 

obtained using consolidated PMF results of 15 

different fuels. 
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Figure 4. (a) Normalized fraction of factors for selected biomass pyrolysis products, obtained using PMF results of 15 different 

fuels. (b) Diagram of the relationship between pyrolysis temperature and products for hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin, as 

reported in the literature (Collard and Blin, 2014). Individual color bars show the temperature range to form specific products 

described by chemical structures. 
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Figure 5. Contributions, shown as normalized fractions, of VOCs relative to the high- and low-temperature factors: (a) FHigh-T 

= 100-80% and FLow-T = 0-20%, (b) FHigh-T = 80-60% and FLow-T = 20-40%, (c) FHigh-T = 60-40% and FLow-T = 40-60%, (d) FHigh-

T = 40-20% and FLow-T = 60-80%, and (e) FHigh-T = 20-0% and FLow-T = 80-100%. In this figure, molar emissions (in units of 

ppbv) of all the ion peaks in VOC emission profiles (Figure 2b) are described. The inner circle in each pie chart shows the 

elemental composition of the emissions. The outer circle provides more detailed information on specific compounds, structures, 

and functionalities found in each group. Details of molar fractions in each category are summarized in Table S2.
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Figure 6. VOC composition in the high- and low-temperature emission profiles. 

! !
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Figure 7. VOC composition in (a) high-temperature pyrolysis and (b) low-temperature 

pyrolysis emission profiles (Figure 3) sorted by 11 structural categories and 17 functional 

groups. Some VOCs have multiple structures. These are counted once in each relevant 

category. For example, benzofuran is counted in the structural categories of “Oxy. 

aromatic” and “Furans” as “Not substituted/alkyl” functional group. Structures detected 

with low abundance (<0.002 ppbv/total VOC ppbv) are mostly not-substituted or alkyl-

substituted. 
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Figure 8. VOC composition in high- and low-temperature pyrolysis emission profiles 

(Figure 3) sorted by 17 functional groups. Each group includes various structures and 

elemental composition. Some VOCs have multiple functional groups. These are counted 

once in each relevant category. For example, guaiacol is counted in the categories of 

“Alcohol” and “Ether (methoxy)”. 
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Figure 9. High- and low-temperature emission profiles compared by (a) OH reactivity and 

(b) volatility, described by saturation concentration (µg m-3). 

! !
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Figure 10. Ratios of fire-integrated molar emissions of total VOCs from high- to low-

temperature pyrolysis (“∑VOCHigh-T/∑VOCLow-T”) for different type fuel parts, obtained 

using PMF results of 15 different fuels. 

! !
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Figure 11. The comparison of contribution of high-temperature factor versus modified 

combustion efficiency (MCE). (a) Time series of Fire #37 (Ponderosa pine realistic mixture). 

(b) Scatter plot of instantaneous high-temperature contribution versus MCE for all 

Ponderosa pine fires. (c) Scatter plot of fire-integrated high-temperature contribution 

versus MCE for all fires. Contribution of high-temperature factor was calculated by 

ΣVOChigh-T/(ΣVOChigh-T + ΣVOClow-T) instantaneously or on a fire-integrated basis. 
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Figure 12. (a) VOC emission profile of duff burn of Engelmann spruce and Subalpine fir. 

(b) Scatter plot of duff emission profile (Engelmann spruce) versus average low-

temperature pyrolysis profile. 


